
                                                                                       

 

RE: TOWER SAFTY RULES  

I, the undersigned agree to abide by the following rules as they relate to use of the Sway Mechanika training tower. I 

understand that failure to follow these rules may result in expulsion from property.  

 Typical access to tower platform is by fixed rung ladder, fall protection to be provided by self- retracting lifeline 

mounted at top of climb  

 All users will wear appropriate full body harnesses designed for rope access activities while on the tower  

 Swing gate and midrail may be removed/opened only while performing the transition to platform from fixed 

ladder access  

 Tower capacity: up to four (4) attendees maximum at any one time  

 Approved tie off/anchorage points for suspension and/or fall arrest include the perimeter pipe rail, midpoint 

anchor rings, and D rings mounted on the column heads  

 The perimeter mid rail is provided with a pre-engineered load limiting energy absorber, and capacity of 4 for fall 

restraint, or 2 for fall arrest purposes. The midrail shall be connected to when entry gate is opened, and for the 

transition to ladder  

 The midrail/HLL shall incorporate connections to the blue rigging pears or the cable directly with compatible 

connectors (no locking snap hook use)  

 Horizontal aid points consist of three swaged wire rope basket assemblies used to laterally progress across beam  

 Vertical aid points are installed on the NE tower leg, and are spaced at 1.5 foot intervals, per SPRAT 

requirements  

 A mid height deviation anchorage is installed at the southern column  

 Wire rope guying system shall be checked daily prior to use of the tower, and by Sway Mechanika personnel  

 No horseplay, or use under the influence of any substance that impairs good judgement, physical ability, or 

creates an unsafe condition  

 Highlines, sloped tyroleans, skate systems, or other lateral loading is to be reviewed by SM prior to application.  

Additional directional guys may be required to accommodate this type of loading  

 Hardhats shall be worn when trainings are in progress, or when in general vicinity of overhead hazards  

 Users shall have the ability and training to effect a rescue promptly, SM provides a 28 foot ladder if needed at all 

times when tower use is ongoing. First aid supplies and training to be provided by users  

 Material hoist davit at NE column is limited to 50 lbs, and is NOT rated for life support  

 No unauthorized person may use this tower without acknowledgement of the above mentioned mandates.   

  

 

Signed/dated  
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